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Very Long Baseline Interferometry in a nutshell:
advantages and challenges of milliarcsecond resolution radio astronomy
Main problems of VLBI:
-

Recovery of the phases of the incoming wavefront, which gets
corrupted differently at each telescope
phase calibration

-

VLBI arrays are not filled dishes, and many spacings are missing
very high secondary lobes, fidelity and imaging problems;

-

The full chain of receivers, signal transport and correlation
introduces further uncertainties and errors, which are often difficult
to spot
phase and amplitude calibration

Data transfer from the radio telescopes to the correlator has long been
a challenge, now solved by the optical fiber link connection (eVLBI)

A lot of successful work has been done by the European
VLBIers to make VLBI accessible to a broader and broader
astrophysical community. Crucial role of JIVE
u-v coverage: 10 EVN antennas for a
dec +20° source

u-v converage with 18 stations
(EVN+eMERLIN) and wide band

Main VLBI arrays and the Italian VLBI Network
Medicina, Bologna -32m
L, C-hi, C-low, S/X, K receivers
+
Software correlator in Bologna

SRT, San Basilio, Cagliari – 64m
P,L,C-hi,K
receivers

European VLBI Network – EVN – 20 antennas +
EVN correlator at JIVE
ü Operates at: 1.4-1.6 GHz, 2.3 GHz, 5-6 GHz,
8.4 GHz, 22 GHz, 43 GHz
ü mas to sub-mas angular resolution
ü microJy sensitivity

Noto, Siracusa – 32m
L/S/X,C-hi, C-low, K
receivers
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The Italian Antennas, together with other ground-based telescopes
throughout the globe participate in Space-VLBI observations with the
RadioAstron observatory

Main VLBI arrays and the Italian VLBI Network
Very Long Baseline Array – VLBA – 10 antennas
ü Operates at: 0.3, 0.6, 1.3-1.7, 2.1-2.4, 3.97.9, 8.0-8.8, 12-15.4, 21-24.7, 40-50, 80-90
GHz
ü mas to tens of microarcsec angular
resolution
ü microJy sensitivity

East Asia VLBI Network (VERA+KVN+CVN) –
EAVN – 19 antennas

European VLBI Network – EVN – 20 antennas +
EVN correlator at JIVE
ü Operates at: 1.4-1.6 GHz, 2.3 GHz, 5-6 GHz,
8.4 GHz, 22 GHz, 43 GHz
ü mas to sub-mas angular resolution
ü microJy sensitivity

ü
ü
ü
ü

Operates at: (6.7, 8) 22 and 43 GHz
Forthcoming K/Q/W receiver
mas to sub-mas angular resolution
sub-mJy sensitivity

All located in the Northern Hemisphere, i.e.
no milliarcsecond imaging possible so far
below dec -30o

Milliarcsecond astrophysics
Distribution of the science areas for observations with
the EVN

VLBI studies of compact extragalactic objects has always been one
the key areas of investigation for VLBI (though our knowledge of the
regions close to central BH and the jet launching mechanisms is still
pretty poor), together with studies on stellar evolution (SNR).

Revision of the VLBI Science case – ongoing process under
the EVN/JIVE
The range of science where VLBI can prove to be essential is
broadening. Some of the most exciting areas are:

Ø Cosmology – Dark energy and dark matter (synergy with
LSST & Euclid)
Ø Cosmological evolution of BH and galaxies
Ø Transient objects – Localization and identification of
counterparts
Ø Multimessenger astrophysics (including GW)
Ø Stellar evolution, pre-main sequence stars, planetary
and plotoplanetary systems

Probing low mass dark halos with VLBI
observations of gravitational lenses
Slide from C. Spingola – SS11@EWASS2018

Slides from C. Spingola – SS11@EWASS2018

Best Global VLBI
image ever
Slide from J. McKean – Zaandam 2018

Evolution of AGN and starburst at high redshift &
radio loudness at very early cosmological epochs
VLBI observations are essential to:
Ø Separate the contribution of weak AGN to that of starburst
Ø Image radio loud quasars at very high redshift (z>4) to address
the issue of the existence of such massive BHs in the very early
Universe

B2 1023+25

Slides from A. Merloni – SS11@EWASS2018

From T. Sbarrato – SS11@EWASS2018

Transient Radio Science
Pretty novel application of VLBI, which addresses several hot
areas of astrophysics:
Ø Tidal Disruptive Events – key role for frequency and angular
resolution
Ø Fast Radio Bursts – key role for association and localisation
Ø Gamma-ray Bursts – characterization of the event
Arp299-B: a dust-enshrouded TDE (disruption of a star passing by a SMBH)
in a galaxy merger system – The VLBI observations unveil the nature of the
flow with an imaging monitoring (Mattila, Perez-Torres et al., Science, 2018)

Giroletti et al. 2016

From Perez-Torres – SS11@EWASS2018

Parameter space for transients – From Perez-Torres – SS11@EWASS2018

Multimessenger astrophysics and GW170817

VLBI is necessary
to measure the
expansion of the
ejecta
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Global VLBI observations
strongly favour the
production of a relativistic
jet over an isotropic
outflow during the NS-NS
collision
Ghirlanda et al. Science,
arXiv:1808.00469

Surcis et al. 2014

Sanna et al. 2015

All stages of stellar evolution
VLBI studies prove to be crucial in our understanding of the
stellar evolution:
Ø star formation, MS, AGB, post-AGB stars
Ø compact stellar objects (X-ray binaries, microquasars)
Ø supernova explosions, evolution of supernova remnants

VLBI observations of masers (SiO, OH, H2O) in star forming regions
allow to resolve the gas kinematics in the star forming cloud
VLBI observations of
recurrent Novae allow
to study the explosions
on massive WD and
their link to SN Type Ia

Chomiuk et al. 2014

VLBI monitoring of Arp299-A allowed a very close look at the
supernova rate in an ULRIG, and a census of the SN types

Astrometry with VLBI, Gaia, and celestial
reference frames

Sky coverage of VLBI astrometric observations and of Gaia DR1.
ICRF3 released at the IAU GA in 2018. Need to align ICRF3 and Gaia
FR. From Charlot – Zaandam 2018
Distance measurements to the Pleiades cluster and agreement
between Gaia DR1 and VLBI measurements. From Bartkiewicz –
Zaandam 2018

3C84 – Radio source asssociated with the Seyfert galaxy
NGC1275 at the centre of the Perseus Galaxy Cluster –
Well-known for its activity and for its proximity (z=0.0172)
which allows to approach the nuclear engine with
unprecedented linear resolution (0.35 pc/mas)

Space VLBI – 30 years of 3C84

10 mas

VLA 230-470 MHz
Gendron-Marsolais et al. 2017

Epoch 1984 – Sparse array at 22 GHz Epoch 1993 – VLBA at 22 GHz – Res. 0.35x0.16
– Res. 0.3x0.3 mas, f.c. 14 mJy/b
mas, f.c. 6.5 mJy/b
Venturi et al. 1993
Taylor et al. 1994

Epoch 2013 – Space-VLBI at 22
GHz – Res. 0.10x0.05 mas, f.c.
1.4 mJy/b
Giovannini et al. 2018

Prospects for VLBI
The most important goal for VLBI these days is to assess its relevance in radio
astronomy now and most important in the SKA era. This requires steps in the
following directions:
Ø Improve the sensitivity – broad band receivers; higher recording bitrates,
increase the number of telescopes
Ø Develop wide-field and multi-field imaging
Ø Offer wide istantaneous bandwidth
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SKA precursors and pathfinders
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Only Very Long Baseline Interferometry rmatches
the angular resolution of ELT in the radio domain

No synergy between SKA and E-ELT will be possible
without VLBI, either with the VLBI baselines in the SKA
or with VLBI arrays

Prospects for VLBI
The development of the African VLBI Network

To ensure successful milliarcsecond follow-up of SKA-mid1 sources, and synergy with the E-ELT, the full completion of
the African VLBI Array is necessary to ensure the broadest portion of the sky accessible to all instruments, and the best
u-v coverage for VLBI
Special role of the Italian VLBI Network to ensure continuity between EVN and AVN

Prospects for VLBI
Simultaneous imaging of a large FoV is going to be
essential in the near future, to match the wide field
capabilities of the SKA (and of other precursors &
pathfinders)

VLBI Wide-field imaging is
already feasible, however
computing power and
correlator capacity are still
the limiting factors

Multiple-direction
observations can be
achieved with Phased
Array Feeds (PAF).

Very borad band receivers are now the
standard in all current interferometers
operating at hundred of MHz to GHz
frequencies

BRAND – Broad bAND EVN – will cover the
full band between 1.5 and 15 GHz, and it is
currently under development by INAF-MPI
with RadioNet H2020 fundings

SUMMARY
q Very Long Baseline Interferometry addresses milliarcsecond astrophysics over a very
broad range of areas (cosmology, galactic, extragalactic, Earth and space science)
q Its current sensitivity compares to the sensitivity of the best current radio
interferometers operating in the frequency range 1-22 GHz, and it looks promising for
the requirements of SKA-mid1
q VLBI will be mandatory in the SKA - E-ELT era, to match the superb angular resolution
of E-ELT
q The main challenge that the VLBI community throughout the world is facing these days
is to reach the state of the art (sky coverage, sensitivity, wide-field and multi-field
capabilities) by the time SKA will start its operations
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Main VLBI arrays and the Italian VLBI Network

European VLBI Network – EVN – 20 antennas +
EVN correlator at JIVE
ü Operates at: 1.4-1.6 GHz, 2.3 GHz, 5-6 GHz,
8.4 GHz, 22 GHz, 43 GHz
ü mas to sub-mas angular resolution
ü microJy sensitivity

Transient Radio Science
Pretty novel application of VLBI, which addresses several hot
areas of astrophysics:
VLBI observations are crucial
to study the environment of
the GRBs and to discriminate
between different models and
possibilities

Ø Tidal Disruptive Events – key role for frequency and angular
resolution
Ø Fast Radio Bursts – key role for association and localisation
Ø Gamma-ray Bursts – characterization of the event

Parameter space for transients – From Perez-Torres – SS11@EWASS2018
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Prospects for VLBI

Very Long Baseline interferometry is the natural
extension to milliarcsecond angular resolution
of all radio interferometers, most relevant the
SKA precursors and pathfinders

The sensitivity of VLBI (EVN and even more global VLBI)
compares reasonably even nowadays with the
expectations from SKA-mid1, and is promising for mas
follow-up of sources detected with the SKA

